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Integrated Seminar I (CCW 115 & CCW202)
Michael McFarling
Office # E468
Phone: 759-5774 ext. 549

Time: 12:30 - 1:30 p.m.
Start: Se~t. 8, 1988

NATURE OF COURSE

Seminar provides the forum through which students can process their
field placement experiences.
Field placement provides the student with exposure to real life situations.
It enables them to gain self-confidence in their abilities, become aware
of their motivations and share experiences with professionals in various
disciplines involved with caring for and teaching both emotional growth
and physical health. This course is designed to facilitate the growth
of the student into a competent worker. By ~eeting as a group, the student
will discuss their experiences in the field - problems, anxieties and
feelings.

COURSEOBJECTIVES

1. Using the students field placement as references:

a) Share and compare t~e treat]e1t philos~phies of the agencies in
which the students are working.
b) Using specific examples, discuss any concerns the st~dents may
have in tle treat~e1t of children and youth.
c) Help the student evaluate his own work and attitudes in specific
situations and with particul~r children.

2. To improve the students observation skills and the way in which
his/her observations are communicated.

3. Broaden the professional scope Jf the student.

4. Develop the students skill in assessing situations and in decision
making.

5. Develop skills in self-evaluation.

6. Practice in report writing.

REQUIREMENTS

1. ereservation of confidentiality as per CYWpolicy.

2. Regular attendance at Integrated Seminar.

3. Graduate level participation in presentations and discussions.

- - - - --
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3 oral presentations according to the "Seminar Report" form - 5 to 10
minutes in length
plus 2 written "Incident Reports" - 1-2 pages
plus 1 written "Seminar Report" - 2-3 pages
plus 1 "Final Placement ReviewReport" - 3+ pages

...

1 oral case presentation
- 1 written Seminar Report
- 1 Final Placement Report

The instructor has the prerogative of assigning a repeat presentation
or rewrite if either is not performedat a suitable level - this will
be explained in detail in the class. so that everyone is aware of
expectations.

Written reports may be handed in at any time. The Final Report can
only be handed in at the end of the placements.

6. TEXT

Irwin. Bushnell. Observational Strategies for Child Study. Holt.
Rinehart and Winston. Toronto. 1980

4. a) Incident Report
". b) Seminar Report

c) Field Placement Review

See attached sheets.

5. Evaluation:

For an "A":

c.;;. For a "B":

2 oral case presentations
1 written Incident Report
1 written Seminar Report
1 Final Placement Report

For a "C":



5. Description of Incident: Describe fully a significant interaction or
helping situation which occurred during the week. (Pertinent details).

6. Background to Incident: Describe the participants and specific events
which led up to this situation.

7.~~ Disposition of Situation: Describe the manner in which this situation
was handled and why it was handled this way.

8. Evaluation of Action Taken: Describe what you learned from this
situation (positive or negative), what you believe the client (child)
learned from this situation.

9. Creative Evaluation:

a) Howwould you handle the situation in the future, given the same set
of circumstances and the same agency frame of reference? Why?

b) Howwould you like to handle that situation in the future if you had
the chance to change the approach used and the agency frame of
reference? Why?

-- ---
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A) I NC!DENT REPORT

,/ 1. Field Placement:

2. Child and Youth Worker Student:

3. Case Name: (Leave Blank)

4. Date:
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B) SEMINARREPORT

1. Child and Youth Worker Student:

2. Date:

3. ProblemPresented: Outline the problem, giving pertinent background
details.

4. Problem Defined: Brief description of the problem broken down into
specific areas that are workable.

5. Goals: Briefly describe the goals (what you are attempting to
accomplish) which logically flowed from the problem definition.

6. Methods: Outline the methods devised for achieving the goals under:

= a) Long Term Plan - broad general statement on the method(s) of goal
achievement.

b) Short Term Plan - describe the specific methods which represent
the steps or progression towards the overall goal - spells out
clearly what will be done.

7. Problems Interfering with Treatment: describe possible obstacles that
exist in this situation, which might interfere with goal achievement

8. Creative Alternatives:

.....

What do you think would be an ideal:

a) milieu

b) set of goals - long term
- short term

c) treatment or education
approach or methodology?

Why?

-- - - - - ---
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C) FIELD PLACEMENTREVIEW

The student will submit a written report on his/her placement. The paper
should be thorough and developed along these guidelines:

1. General philosophy/ideology of the placement agency.

2. Thetarget group/population served by the agency, (age, sex, types of
problems, groups they won't serve).

3. Thegoals and objectives for the clients in this agency.

4. Thevarious methodologies used by the agency:

a) the stated methodologies
b) the methodologies actually employed

5.= The program and administration staff structure of the agency. Showon
a diagram the levels and types of staff. Indicate by arrows the system
of reporting, responsibility or accountability.

6. Describe the functions, jobs, assignments, purposes and expectations
of the student placement in this agency.

7. Place the student in your structure diagram(s).

8. Assess and evaluate (6). Wasthis placement worthwhile, challenging,
educational, stressful, demanding, etc. In what ways? Use incidents

'- to support your evaluation.

9. Assess (1) to (3). Does the agency fulfill or accomplish its defined
goals? Are its methods compatible and consistent with its stated
p~ilosophy and goals? If you were director of this agency, howwould
you change/improve it? Use experiences you have had there to support
your positions.

- --
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PROFESSIONALOBLIGATIONS

1. To regard the welfare of the individuals. the groups and the community
you serve as your primary professional duty.

2. To hold yourself personally responsible for your professional conduct.

3. To be willing always to increase your professional competence and to
willingly share your knowledge with others in your profession.

4. To strive to support the further development of your profession by
participating to the best of your ability in related professional
associations.

5. To work co-operatively with other persons having regard for their areas
of competence.

6. To use care in expressing views on the findings. opinions and
= professional conduct of colleagues. confining such commentsto matters

of fact and matters of his ownknowledge.

7. To respect the privacy. dignity and other rights of clients.

8. To use in a responsible manner information received in the course of
professional relationships.

Following are a number of rules pertaining to the student's relationship to
the field placement location he or she will be working in. It is
imperative that each student comprehend fully and follow closely these

--~ rules so as to get the maximumeducational value from his or her field
placement experience.

1. Find out all you can about your field placement setting. its policies.
functions. and general philosophy taking care to ask only pertinent
questions.

2. Find out your designated role at your field placement location and
follow it well. Remember.you are not on field placement in the
capacity of diagnoticians but as students to follow through on the
instruction of the field contact personnel. Newapproaches to your
assignments must first be approved by the field contact person.

3. Do not be afraid to ask the staff for guidance. Donot plunge into
something you knownothing about.

4. Be polite. courteous and attentive. Remember.you are there to learn
and observe.

--
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5. Never be judgmental on the programmecarried out by a specific field
placement setting. - Rememberyou are a student learning and not
someonethere to assess the relative merits of the programme. Neve
be openly critical. Concerns of the service delivery can be discussed
in the confidence of the Integrated Seminar.

6. Dress and personal deportment are according to acceptable norms of the
placement setting.

7. Be willing to share any pertinent information you have learned in the
setting with the staff whowork there if you are asked.

8. Anyproblems encountered in your field placement should be taken to
your field work supervisor. Never confront the staff with the
problem.

9~~ Makesure you are always on time for your placement and contact the
field work supervisor and the field placement well in advance if it is
necessary for you to be absent.

10. Remember,that the experience you have in your field placement are
part of a learning experience and are to be held in the strictest
confidence. The students will not discuss cases with others whohave
no direct relationshios to the client. This is applied to other staff
within your field placement as well as outside. At the field
placement keep your records and correspondence in a confidential
manner. During the Integrated Seminar you will maintain
confidentiality by referring to your clients by fictitious names and
deleting only facts that you believe to be identifying to those present.

11. Always complete all assignments that you must do while at field work.

12. The Integrated Seminar is correlated to your field placement and is
compulsory.
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